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Are you addicted to late night snacking?
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Many people can relate to having that sudden craving for a late night snack. Even though a

full day of eating may have already occurred, many consume a massive amount of calories

late at night. However, there is now scientific evidence that gives light to this phenomenon.

Researchers from Brigham Young University recently published a report in the journal, Brain

and Imaging Behavior. The study discovered that there are certain sections of the brain that

do not display the same level of satisfaction from consuming food at night that would

normally be experienced during the day.

Researchers discover the reason behind late night snacking.
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Participants in the study were scanned using an fMRI, while being shown images of different

types of food, once in the morning and again in the evening. Researchers found that

“evening scans showed a lower response to both low and high-energy food pictures in

some areas of the brain.”

Commenting on the same study, Yahoo Health suggests that people are not completely

satisfied by the food that is consumed at night. This leads to more eating in order to attain a

great sense of satisfaction that would normally be experienced during the day. These

implications on one’s health are astronomical. Not only can eating late night lead to weight

gain, but it may also result in an increase of blood sugar levels for an entire 24 hours.

In order to prevent late night snacking, nutritionist Jaime Mass recommended in an

interview with Women’s Health Magazine that one should consume 90 percent of his/her

caloric intake during the day, which would leave 150 to 200 calories for snacking. One can

also opt for healthier choices, such as snacking on foods that are packed with protein,

which have a tendency to not incite further cravings.

Marisol Moran
San Jose Healthy Living Examiner
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